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Abstract20

Recent advances in citizen weather station (CWS) networks, with data accessible via crowd-21

sourcing, provide relevant climatic information to urban scientists and decision makers. In par-22

ticular, CWS can provide long-term measurements of urban heat and valuable information on23

spatio-temporal heterogeneity related to horizontal heat advection. In this study, we make the24

first compilation of a quasi-climatologic dataset covering 6 years (2015–2020) of hourly near-surface25

air temperature measurements obtained via 1560 suitable CWS in a domain covering south-east26

England and Greater London. We investigated the spatio- temporal distribution of urban heat27

and the influences of local environments on climate, captured by CWS through the scope of Local28

Climate Zones (LCZ) – a land-use land-cover classification specifically designed for urban climate29

studies. We further calculate, for the first time, the amount of advected heat captured by CWS30

located in Greater London and the wider south east England region. We find that London is on31

average warmer by ∼1.0 ◦C to ∼2.0 ◦C than the rest of south-east England. Characteristics of32

the southern coastal climate are also captured in the analysis. We find that on average, urban33

heat advection (UHA) contributes to 0.22 ◦C of the total urban heat in Greater London. Certain34

areas, mostly in the centre of London are deprived of urban heat through advection since heat is35

transferred more to downwind suburban areas. UHA can positively contribute to urban heat by36

up to ∼2.0 ◦C on average and negatively by down to ∼-1.0 ◦C. Our results also show an impor-37

tant degree of inter- and intra-LCZ variability in UHA, calling for more research in the future.38

Nevertheless, we already find that UHA can impact green areas and reduce their cooling benefit.39

Such outcomes show the added value of CWS for future urban design.40
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1 Introduction41

Recent studies have highlighted growing interest and opportunities for urban climate studies using42

crowd-sourced urban meteorological data (Steeneveld et al., 2011; Wolters and Brandsma, 2012; Muller43

et al., 2015; de Vos et al., 2020). Among a variety of crowd-sourcing devices, citizen weather stations44

(CWS) – also sometimes referred to as personal weather stations – have been gaining popularity. Since45

their evaluation against official automatic weather stations measurements (Bell et al., 2015), CWS were46

sought to help measuring urban temperatures in large cities Meier et al. (2017); Chapman et al. (2017).47

In fact, CWS increases the potential for improved geographical coverage of observations in cities, rather48

than only relying on established official meteorological stations, which are often lacking in numbers49

within cities and therefore in representation of urban climate features (Oke et al., 2004; Grimmond,50

2006; Muller et al., 2013). Although CWS are subject to greater uncertainties, quality-checking pro-51

cedures for air-temperature data exist either based on CWS biases against official automatic weather52

stations located at a certain distance (Meier et al., 2017; Hammerberg et al., 2018) or on statistics53

among CWS alone (Napoly et al., 2018; Fenner et al., 2021).54

The potential applications of CWS are wide and continue to expand. For example, recent studies55

have used CWS to improve our understanding of the impact of land-use and land-cover on urban56

temperatures through the perspective of Local Climate Zones (LCZ; a land-use and land-cover classi-57

fication specifically developed for urban climate studies (Stewart and Oke, 2012); Fenner et al. (2017);58

Benjamin et al. (2021); Potgieter et al. (2021); Varentsov et al. (2021)). Others have used CWS to59

validate urban climate simulations (Hammerberg et al., 2018), drive indoor-temperatures in urban60

climate simulations Jin et al. (2021), and have used them to model air temperatures in European cities61

using machine learning (Venter et al., 2020; Vulova et al., 2020; Venter et al., 2021; Zumwald et al.,62

2021). Research using CWS has not been limited to urban temperature; some have used them to63

monitor (urban) precipitation (de Vos et al., 2019, 2020) or wind speed (Droste et al., 2020) – allowing64

for the development of an innovative quality-check for crowd-sourced wind data (Chen et al., 2021).65

Nowadays, most research at the time of writing has focused on short time periods that do not extend66

beyond a year and usually focus on summer periods only. This means that multiple years climatology67

have not yet been performed. Nonetheless, Meier et al. (2017); Fenner et al. (2017) both studied the68

whole year climatology in the city of Berlin using CWS and characterized some intra-urban variability69

of urban temperatures among different LCZ. Additionally, Fenner, Daniel and Holtmann, Achim and70

Meier, Fred and Langer, Ines and Scherer, Dieter (2019) used CWS to study the variability of urban71

heat island intensities during heatwave events in the extended summer season (May to September)72

of 2015 to 2018. They did not, however, look at the winter. Apart from Venter et al. (2021), who73

studied urban heat islands among multiple European cities for one summer month in 2019, large-scale74

analyses (e.g., regional, national or continental) have also not been extensively performed. As such,75

most of the studies focus on single cities only. Lastly, while some studies have already investigated76

the weather-dependent variability of the urban heat islands using CWS (e.g., Chapman et al. (2017)),77

none have yet studied how certain prevailing winds may cause horizontal urban heat advection (UHA)78

and the sensitivity of CWS to this advected heat.79

In fact, previous studies show that UHA impacts the spatial distribution of urban heat (Heaviside80

et al., 2015; Bassett et al., 2016). UHA can be considered as the heat resulting from the windborne81

transport of energy among the urban environment (Oke et al., 2017). It is often neglected because82

modelling and observational studies of urban heat tend to assume that horizontal diffusion is similar83

across the urban landscape and that major heat production comes from differences in surface energy84

balance related to land-use land-cover. Nevertheless, a modelling study of the August 2003 heatwave85

in the city of Birmingham, England, Heaviside et al. (2015) showed that UHA can reach up to 2.5 ◦C,86

particularly under north-westerly and south-easterly wind conditions. Using a dense network of pro-87

fessional weather stations in the same city, Bassett et al. (2016) showed a mean UHA over a 20-months88

period (January 2013 to September 2014) of 1.2 ◦C, and argued that it could be higher under certain89

specific conditions as shown in Heaviside et al. (2015). This demonstrates that UHA can have a signifi-90

cant impact on urban temperatures, and needs to be properly understood to develop future urban heat91
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Figure 1: Map of Local Climate Zones (LCZ) in the larger domain of study (Domain 1). The smaller
domain (Domain 2) is shown in purple with dashed lines representing the separation between four
geographical quadrants for the UHA analysis Grey dots represent the location of quality-checked
Netatmo Citizen Weather Stations (CWS) available within the time period from year 2015 to 2020.
The Heathrow Airport MetOffice automatic weather station location is shown in fuchsia. LCZ source:
Demuzere et al. (2019)

adaptation and mitigation strategies in cities. In London, England, CWS density has continuously92

been growing over recent years and temperatures have not changed over recent decades (1950—2019;93

Bassett et al. (2021)). This makes it a suitable place to study urban heat heterogeneities and hor-94

izontal advection. This study thus tries to demonstrate how CWS can help urban heat advection95

studies, by capturing complex dynamical and physical processes in urban environments. This could96

further help improve future urban planning and design. Therefore, in this study we: (i) build a 6-year97

quasi-climatology of near-surface air temperature, from 2015 to 2020, by acquiring, quality-checking98

and filtering all CWS present in a large domain covering southeast England and the Greater London99

area; (ii) use this quasi-climatology to look at the seasonal heterogeneity of urban heat in the domain100

and relate it to the locations of the CWS and the underlying LCZ land-use/land-cover; in order to101

(iii) define an appropriate domain to study and quantify the amount of UHA measured by CWS in102

each LCZ over the Greater London area in different seasons, and depending on prevailing wind speed103

and direction. This study is the first study to investigate UHA and urban heat heterogeneities among104

different LCZ using CWS in Greater London.105

2 Methodology106

2.1 Study Area and Period107

Our study is focused on a large domain covering southeast England (see Figure 1), which includes the108

Greater London Authority administrative area and its surrounding urban areas. This large domain is109

host to 24 million inhabitants out of which 4 million are aged above 65 years old (for National Statistics,110

2021). In the smaller domain, there are 13 million inhabitants and 1.7 million are older than 65 years111

old. This makes it a relevant case-study for urban temperature monitoring. We define our 6-year study112

period from 2015 to 2020.113
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We use two domains to perform two types of analyses at varying spatial and temporal scales114

(Figure 1). First, an extended domain (Domain 1) covering the Greater London area and the secondary115

urban nuclei in all directions – extending from 1.9 ◦W to 1.3 ◦E and 50.5 ◦N to 52.4 ◦N – is used for116

the data collection and for studying the regional climate to define a second domain used to study the117

UHA. This analysis is provided in Supplementary Information 5.4. Domain 2 is centered on 0.12 ◦W118

and 51.5 ◦N, close to Trafalgar Square, and extends by 0.6 ◦ in west and east directions and by 0.5 ◦ in119

north and south directions (Figure 1). An in-depth study on the influence and seasonality of prevailing120

winds on UHA is performed within Domain 2. To study hourly UHA, the domain is divided in four121

quadrants – North-East (NE), North-West (NW), South-West (SW), and South-East (NE) (see Section122

2.3 for the definition) – following Heaviside et al. (2015) and Bassett et al. (2016). All the study is123

performed using a clipped part of the European Local Climate Zones (LCZ) map by Demuzere et al.124

(2019) (see Supplementary Information 5.1 for more information on LCZ).125

2.2 Data Collection, Filtering and Normalization126

In this study, two types of weather stations are used: Netatmo CWS, used for acquiring crowd-sourced127

measurement of hourly near-surface air temperature, and the Heathrow official MIDAS monitoring128

station from the United Kingdom Met Office (Office, 2020), used for hourly observations of wind speed129

and direction (justifications for chosing the latter station are given below).130

2.2.1 Air Temperature Measurements: Netatmo Citizen Weather Stations131

Netatmo CWS consist of two cylindrical modules shaded and protected by a cylindrical aluminium132

shell. Both modules, consisting of an outdoor and an indoor module, measure air temperature and133

relative humidity. The indoor module additionally measures CO2 concentrations, air pressure and noise134

levels (Meier et al., 2017). We collected hourly data from all Netatmo stations within Domain 1 for the135

whole 6-year period by using the Getpublicdata and Getmeasure functions of the Netatmo company’s136

(https://netatmo.com) API (https://dev.netatmo.com/). We quality-checked the measurements using137

CrowdQC v1.2.0 R package developed by Grassmann et al. (2018) and used in Napoly et al. (2018). We138

kept only CWS measurements passing the M4 quality-check level and where at least 80 % of a year of139

the whole 6-year period was available, following Fenner, Daniel and Holtmann, Achim and Meier, Fred140

and Langer, Ines and Scherer, Dieter (2019). This resulted in a reduction of the CWS sample from141

1783 potential ones to 884 in the Domain 1. 423 are located in the Domain2. More information on the142

quality-checking and the distribution of CWS among the domains and LCZs is given in Supplementary143

Section 5.3, Figures S2 to S3 and Tables S1 to S3. Besides, we normalize the temperature observations144

by height, following Potgieter et al. (2021), to get rid of the vertical thermal gradient. 0.0065 ◦C145

are hence summed to the observed temperatures per meter anomaly to the average height across the146

domain. The averaged elevation of each CWS obtained from the Shuttle Radar Topography Mission147

(SRTM) elevation product at 30 m horizontal resolution is 62.3 m.148

2.2.2 Wind speed and direction: MIDAS Automatic Weather Stations149

We gathered measurements of wind speed and direction from the Heathrow Airport official Met Office150

automatic weather station (Office, 2020) to define hourly prevailing winds over the Greater London151

area. This station follows the World Meteorological Organization standards and offers measurements152

of averaged wind speed and direction at hourly time steps at 10 m above ground level (Sunter, 2021).153

Other stations in the Greater London area also capture wind data (eg. Kew Gardens or Northolt). We154

chose, however, to only use the Heathrow station for defining prevailing winds. In fact, the Heathrow155

station is located at a similar latitude to the center of the Greater London area and is sufficiently close156

to the urban area to be considered representative of winds affecting the Greater London area. It is also157

one of the only stations in the Greater London area that cover the whole period of interest. We hence158

acquired the wind data for the same 6-year period as the Netatmo data (2015 to 2020). We converted159

the wind speeds measurements from knots to meters per second by considering: 1 kt = 0.5144 m·s−1.160
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2.3 Wind regimes definition161

To study the impact of wind direction and speed on the seasonal intra-urban heterogeneity of air162

temperature we classify wind speed into four easily understood categories with bins of 3 m·s−1, namely:163

Calm or Light Breeze with positive wind speed below 3 m·s−1; Gentle to Moderate Breeze with wind164

speed from 3 m·s−1 to 6 m·s−1; Moderate to Fresh Breeze, from 6 m·s−1 to 9 m·s−1; and Strong Breeze165

with wind speed above 9 m·s−1. We chose the upper threshold of 9 m·s−1 and above since less than166

0.5 % of the winds within our 6-year period are at speeds higher than 12 m·s−1 (Figure 2) and because167

it is close to the 95th percentile. Over the six years, the median speed is 3.60 m·s−1, the average speed168

is 4.2 m·s−1 and the maximum observed hourly wind speed is 18.5 m·s−1. 31.6 % of the available169

hourly wind measurements are considered as Calm or Light Breeze, 48.59 % as Gentle to Moderate170

Breeze, 16.19 % as Moderate to Fresh Breeze and 3.63 % as Strong Breeze. In general, the winds171

follow a log-normal distribution and our simplified classes therefore cover meaningful probabilistic172

distributions with the first two covering common events, whilst the second two focus on more extreme173

situations with different occurrence probabilities.174

2.4 Measuring urban temperatures and urban heat advection175

Since the majority of the CWS are located within urban built environments (Table S2), and since we176

cannot ascertain that CWS located in natural LCZs are not influenced by urban heat, we decided to177

focus on air temperature and daily temperature ranges instead of quantifying the urban heat island178

intensity. This idea follows the recommendations provided by Stewart (2011) and Stewart and Oke179

(2012), who argue that urban climate studies should focus more on the quantification of urban heat180

than on the urban heat island intensity (also see Martilli et al. (2020)).181

To study the effect of wind speed and direction on the inter- and intra-LCZ heat heterogeneity,182

hourly values are used to avoid compensating effects that may occur, for example if the wind direction183

changes significantly within a 24 hour period. We define UHA as the air temperature anomaly measured184

by the CWS between an upwind and a downwind quadrant that is not related to the land-use land-cover185

and environmental differences between the two quadrants (see Equation 1). Our Domain 2 quadrants186

are defined by angles of 90 · increasing clockwise. Hence, for example, the North-Eastern and the187

South-Western quadrants are considered upwind and downwind, respectively, when winds are blowing188

from angles comprised between 0 · and 90 ·. We do not include hours when wind direction recently189

changed by filtering out hours when the wind direction is not blowing from the same quadrant for at190

least three hours – the first two hours are hence excluded. This threshold is subjectively fixed based191

on the distance from the center of each quadrant to the center of Domain 2 and the median wind speed192

over the 6 years. We also filter out hours with wind speed equal to 0 to avoid accounting for hours193

when no urban heat is advected. This reduced the amount of potential studied hours by 30 % without194

importantly affecting the probabilistic distribution of wind regimes (see Supplementary Section 5.3).195

Once this filtering is done, we test the statistical significance of measured UHA by CWS in two196

steps: first, we test how averaged winds generally affect each quadrant by testing with a one-tailed197

t-test of paired samples whether the averaged air temperature in these quadrants is significantly lower198

when located upwind than downwind – we call this difference ∆T; second, we test how prevailing winds199

are responsible for heat advection in the urban area by testing with a one-tailed t-test of paired sam-200

ples whether the same quadrant when located upwind or downwind significantly loses or gains heat,201

respectively, in comparison to the opposite quadrant – we call this ∆UHA (Equation 2). To measure202

UHA (and hence ∆UHA) we consider the strategies adopted by Heaviside et al. (2015) and Bassett203

et al. (2016) to measure the hourly advected heat under different wind regimes. Our method diverges204

from theirs as Heaviside et al. (2015) used a non-urban and an urban climate simulation to quantify205

the expected averaged urban heat in each quadrant, and Bassett et al. (2016) normalized the observed206

averaged urban heat of each quadrant by their urban fraction. Here, we assume that similar LCZs are207

expected to have a similar impact on the local urban heat anomaly. To quantify the two-dimensional208

advected heat at each CWS location per LCZ (UHA
CWSi,θ

dw

LCZx
), we thus subtract the averaged temper-209
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Figure 2: Monthly wind roses of observed hourly wind speed (in meters per second) and direction at
Heathrow Airport from 2015 to 2020. Each bin corresponds to a separate wind regime class.6



ature of all CWS located in a certain LCZ from the upwind quadrant (T ∀ CWS ∈ LCZx∧θuw) to each210

CWS of the same LCZ located in the downwind quadrant (T
CWSi,θ

dw

LCZx
; see Equation 1). To ascertain211

that the differences in urban heat are not related to the local land surface characteristics responsible of212

the averaged UHI, nor to the averaged UHA related to the location of the CWS at which advection is213

measured, the time-mean averaged temperature per CWS (T ∀ CWS) is subtracted to their respective214

CWS prior to calculating the UHA. This way we look at the additional UHA related to each prevailling215

wind event rather than to the averaged UHA and UHI at the location. As Heaviside et al. (2015) note,216

”this assumption is reasonable if statistical distributions of meteorological quantities are independent217

of wind direction”. According to the method given above, we hence have three metrics of importance218

in the analysis: UHA, ∆UHA and ∆T. They are calculated as such:219

UHA
CWSi,θ

dw

LCZx
= (T

CWSi,θ
dw

LCZx
− T ∀ CWS) − (T ∀ CWS ∈ LCZx∧θuw − T ∀ CWS) (1)

Where UHA is the averaged advected heat at ith CWS, located in x LCZ in the downwind quadrant θuw during220

certain prevailing wind conditions. T ∀ CWS is the time-mean averaged temperature of each CWS located in x221

LCZ of the smaller domain, while T ∀ CWS ∈ LCZx∧θuw is the averaged temperature of all CWS located in x222

LCZ and in the upwind quadrant θuw. All averaged temperatures T are normalized by the height of the CWS.223

∆UHA
CWSi,θ

q

LCZx
= UHA

τuw

CWSi,θ
q

LCZx
− UHA

τdw

CWSi,θ
q

LCZx
(2)

Where ∆UHA∀ CWSθ
q

is the difference of time-averaged advected heat UHA calculated following Equation 1224

in all CWS located in qth quadrant θ per ith LCZ during times τ when located upwind (uw) or downwind (dw)225

in comparison to the opposite quadrant.226

∆T
CWSi,θ

q

LCZx
= T

τdw

CWSi,θ
q

LCZx
− T

τuw

CWSi,θ
q

LCZx
(3)

Where ∆T
CWS

i,θq

LCZx
is the difference of time-averaged temperatures measured in all CWS located in qth227

quadrant θ per ith LCZ during times τ when located upwind (uw) or downwind (dw).228

This way, we make sure to define the inter- and intra-LCZ differences in terms of heat advection.229

Since LCZs in London follow a relatively uniform concentric distribution, we are able to see where230

UHA is most important between the urban center and the suburbs.231

3 Results232

3.1 Quasi-climatology in the large domain (Domain 1)233

The results of this analysis are given in Supplementary Information 5.4. In short, we find that there is234

a great level of spatial heterogeneity in the quasi-climatology of temperatures and daily temperature235

ranges that is not explained by the spatial heterogeneity of percentages of available measurements236

(Pearson’s r2 < 0.05). A consistent monthly urban heat island by about ∼1.0 ◦C to ∼2.0 ◦C over237

the Greater London area appears, prevailing in autumn and winter months. Measurements captured238

by CWS closer to the southern shores are relatively hotter than inland ones during winter and cooler239

during summer. Daily temperature ranges are systematically found lower in the denser parts of the240

Greater London area and on the southern shores. This shows the ability of CWS to capture spatial241

variability of local climates and defends the choice of Domain 2 for the subsequent UHA analysis242

(Figure S1). We also find that CWS located in more compact and built-up LCZ are hotter on average243

and that they have lower daily temperature ranges throughout the year.244
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Table 1: Averaged advected heat anomalies difference ∆UHA in degrees Celsius (◦C) per LCZ between
same CWS in each quadrant when located upwind or downwind (Upwind - Downwind). Significance is
given by the p-value from a one-sided dependent t-test with unequal variance. Statistically significant
values at 10 % are put in bold.
LCZ North-East South-East South-West North-West

∆UHA
p-
value

∆UHA
p-
value

∆UHA
p-
value

∆UHA
p-
value

Compact Mid Rise: LCZ 2
-
1.04E−3 0.50 -0.23 – -0.43 – -0.03 –

Open Mid Rise: LCZ 5 -0.07 0.25 -0.23 – -0.10 2.98E−3 -0.06 0.19
Open Low Rise: LCZ 6 -0.26 1.22E−16 -0.16 9.60E−13 -0.20 1.84E−32 -0.12 5.44E−10

Large Lowrise: LCZ 8 -0.41 – -0.22 0.22 -0.21 0.13 -0.35 –
Sparsely Built: LCZ 9 -0.44 – -0.20 8.54E−3 -0.02 0.45 – –
Dense Trees: LCZ A – – -0.49 0.08 -0.12 0.02 -0.26 0.09
Sparse Trees: LCZ B -0.34 0.01 -0.15 0.04 -0.07 0.07 -0.15 6.78E−3

Low Plants: LCZ D -0.27 0.04 -0.20 0.17 -0.18 – -0.26 0.04

3.2 Influence of wind regime on urban heat heterogeneity and heat advec-245

tion246

We find that winds have a noticeable impact on the temperature anomalies between similar LCZ247

located upwind or downwind. We calculate a cross-CWS time-mean positive UHA of 0.22 ◦C over248

the 6-year period (2015–2020; Figure 3). Positive averaged UHA per CWS are usually between 0 ◦C249

and 1.0 ◦C and can reach up to ∼2.0 ◦C. Negative averaged UHA rarely go below ∼-1.0 ◦C, apart250

from the downwind stations in compact mid-rise (LCZ 2) and large-lowrise (LCZ 8) during south- and251

north-easterly, and south-westerly conditions, respectively. High degrees of intra-LCZ variability are252

also observed, meaning that while the median anomaly can be positive, certain CWS in an area with253

similar LULC will measure a negative anomaly. Highest degrees of intra-LCZ variability are observed254

in open low-rise (LCZ 6), and more natural LCZs, like sparsely built (LCZ 9), dense trees (LCZ A),255

sparse trees (LCZ B) and low vegetation (LCZ D).256

On average, CWS located in the same quadrant will experience a positive ∆UHA anomaly of257

0.21 ◦C when located downwind than upwind for each wind regime (Table 1). When looking at intra-258

LCZ differences significant at 10 % (Table 1 in bold), CWS located in dense trees (LCZ A) from the259

south-western quadrant will observe a maximum ∆UHA of 0.49 ◦C while the minimum of 0.07 ◦C260

is observed for CWS located in sparse trees (LCZ B) of the same quadrant. A clear signal in heat261

advection among CWS located in natural LCZs is thus perceived. In urban LCZ, ∆UHA can reach262

0.26 ◦C in open low-rise (LCZ 6). In addition, the inter-season and inter-LCZ variability of the anomaly263

appears to be more related to the orientation of the prevailing winds and to their speeds rather than264

to the seasons (Figure S7). This is also observable when looking at the temperature anomaly ∆T265

of the same CWS in each quadrant when located downwind or upwind (Table 2). In fact, under266

northern wind conditions, CWS located in the Northern quadrants will be significantly cooler than267

during Southern prevailing winds at 10 % (Table 2 in bold). Noticeably, the opposite mostly happens268

in southern quadrants when subject to southern winds, but with no statistical significance. Only CWS269

of the south-western quadrant located in open low-rise (LCZ 6) and in sparse trees (LCZ B) were270

found to also be significantly cooler when located upwind.271

Stronger winds are not related to higher heat transport. On the contrary, they tend to reduce the272

amount of advected heat in certain LCZs, like open mid-rises (LCZ 5) during south-westerly conditions273

(Figure 3 and Figure S7). In addition, the higher the wind speed, the lower the inter-CWS variability274

of UHA and the more it converges towards the averaged UHA (Figure 4, second row). Openly built275

urban and natural LCZs appear to be similarly affected by UHA (Figure 3). CWS located in compact276

mid-rises (LCZ 2) or large-lowrise (LCZ 8), mostly located in the center of Domain 2, show large277

fluctuations of UHA from one wind condition to another (Figure 3). In contrast, UHA in more open278
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Table 2: Averaged temperature difference ∆T in degree Celsius (◦C) per Local Climate Zone between
same citizen weather stations in each quadrants when located upwind or downwind (Upwind - Down-
wind). Significance is given by the p-value from a one-sided dependent t-test with unequal variance.
Statistically significant values at 10 % are put in bold.
LCZ North-East South-East South-West North-West

∆T
p-
value

∆T
p-
value

∆T
p-
value

∆T
p-
value

Compact Mid Rise: LCZ 2 -2.0 1.00E−3 -0.37 – 0.52 – -1.80 –
Compact Low Rise: LCZ 3 -3.16 – – – – – – –
Open Mid Rise: LCZ 5 -2.40 8.01E−6 -0.37 – 0.51 0.97 -1.88 2.41E−6

Open Low Rise: LCZ 6 -1.87 6.68E−28 -0.16 0.01 0.53 0.99 -2.10 8.69E−59

Large Lowrise: LCZ 8 -4.11 – -0.07 0.44 0.58 0.94 -2.05 –
Sparsely Built: LCZ 9 -2.13 – -0.13 0.31 0.17 0.57 – –
Dense Trees: LCZ A – – -0.09 0.25 3.60E−3 0.50 -2.34 0.03
Sparse Trees: LCZ B -2.47 0.06 -0.56 0.09 0.76 0.99 -2.39 1.48E−7

Low Plants: LCZ D -2.01 0.03 -0.12 0.40 0.60 – -2.52 0.01

2 1 0 1 2

NE

2 1 0 1 2

SE

2 1 0 1 2

SW

2 1 0 1 2

NW

2 5 6 8 9 A B D

LCZ

Averaged Temperature Anomaly driven by Urban Heat Advection (UHA) per LCZ and Wind Regimes [°C]
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Figure 3: 6-year averaged (2015–2020) hourly urban heat advection (UHA) per downwind citizen
weather station (CWS) in each Local Climate Zone and upwind prevailing winds. Large markers
represent the cross-CWS median of the averaged UHA and triangle whiskers represent the 25th and
75th percentiles.
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Figure 4: Hourly cross-CWS averaged UHA against wind speed and orientation (first two rows above;
dotted lines represent the limits for their respective classes), time-mean UHA per CWS against distance
to the center of Domain 2 (third row) and 6-year-hourly-mean UHA per CWS (fourth row). Each row
is subdivided by LCZ to allow for inter- and intra-LCZ comparison.
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Figure 5: 6-year averaged urban heat advection per citizen weather stations overlaid on the Local Cli-
mate Zones map of the Greater London area (Domain 2). Dashed purple lines represent the quadrants
borders. CWS where no UHA could be measured are made transparent.

LCZs, like open mid- or low-rises (LCZ 5 and LCZ 6, respectively) are similar for all wind regimes.279

Importantly, negative UHA values are found, suggesting that UHA does not happen homogeneously280

across the downwind quadrants. By looking at the temporal evolution of UHA, we did not find a281

systematic signal showing that UHA is more pronounced during certain hours (Figure 4, fourth row).282

Trying to relate UHA to the distance to the city center and to the wind orientation was inconclusive283

because of the great inter-CWS variability in UHA. Indeed, CWS close to the urban center, mostly284

composed of compact and open mid-rises (LCZ 2 and LCZ 5), and located in the south-western corner285

show a negative 6-year averaged UHA (Figure 5). UHA appears to be more pronounced in peripheric286

areas and along the south-west/north-east transect. Mostly positive UHA are found in each quadrant287

although the inter-CWS variability varies greatly from one quadrant to another. For instance, lowest288

variability in averaged UHA is found in the north-western quadrant, while higher levels of inter-CWS289

variability are found in the south-western and north-eastern quadrants.290

4 Discussion and Conclusions291

In this paper, we show that crowdsourced CWS can help with monitoring and studying urban tem-292

peratures for recent years in a variety of urban environments, supporting a number of previous studies293

(e.g., Meier et al. (2015, 2017); Chapman et al. (2017); Fenner et al. (2017); Napoly et al. (2018);294

Fenner, Daniel and Holtmann, Achim and Meier, Fred and Langer, Ines and Scherer, Dieter (2019);295

Droste et al. (2020); de Vos et al. (2020); Venter et al. (2020); Varentsov et al. (2020); Benjamin et al.296

(2021); Potgieter et al. (2021); Venter et al. (2021)). In our study, quality-checked CWS are sensitive297

to seasonal changes and local climate features in the south-eastern parts of England, like the coastal298

climate in the South, or the heterogeneity of the urban environments in the Greater London area –299

in terms of Local Climate Zones (LCZ). By focusing on a 6-year period ranging from 2015 to 2020,300

we showed a marked higher urban heat in the Greater London area by 1.0 ◦C to 1.5 ◦C using CWS.301
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This was also described by Chandler (1965) for the 1921-1950 period with an averaged difference of302

1.1 ◦C and 0.55 ◦C between surrounding country and suburbs, respectively, and the central districts.303

This confirms that London’s urban heat island effect has not importantly changed over recent decades304

(Bassett et al., 2021), even if it has been subject to recent rapid changes in temperatures related to305

climate change (see IPCC report; Pachauri et al. (2014)). Urban heat is however related to land-306

use land-cover, with more central compact mid rises (LCZ 2) always revealing an increased monthly307

average hourly temperature by up to ∼1.5 ◦C throughout the year compared to more open LCZs,308

and a smaller daily temperature range. The urban heat magnitude monitored by the CWS is in line309

with recent observational and modelling studies, although most of them focused on summer months310

only (Mavrogianni et al., 2011; Grawe et al., 2013; Chapman et al., 2017; Benjamin et al., 2021).311

Intra-urban heterogeneity using LCZ was also demonstrated in previous studies from Fenner et al.312

(2017); Benjamin et al. (2021); Potgieter et al. (2021) and Varentsov et al. (2021). Similar differences313

between more compact LCZs and more open or natural ones were found in Berlin for the year 2015314

only (Fenner et al., 2017). Nonetheless, since cities usually have a denser urban center, it is difficult to315

attribute which part of the positive anomaly is related to the urban typology rather than to the central316

location subject to heat advection from the surrounding environments. Varentsov et al. (2021) found317

in Moscow, Russia, that meso-scale urban surroundings are about as equally important as local-scale318

surroundings for explaining the spatial heterogeneity of urban heat. Potgieter et al. (2021) emphasized319

the latter point by discussing why more densely built high-rises in the city of Sydney, Australia, may320

show cooler minima than other urban environments in a coastal climate.321

In our study, we showed that prevailing winds don’t explain differences in temperatures at the same322

CWS location, but still drive urban heat advection (UHA) in Greater London. The latter is significantly323

captured by CWS. On average, UHA deprives London’s central neighborhoods from urban heat and324

transfer it to more suburban areas. This advection is around 0.22 ◦C on average in all Greater London325

neighbourhoods for all downwind wind conditions during our 6-year period (2015–2020). UHA hence326

deprives upwind quadrants by an additional ∼10 % of the advected cooler air from the rural lands and327

causes an important spatio-temporal variability of urban heat. We found, for example, high degrees328

of intra-LCZ variability in UHA – eg., in open mid- or low-rise (LCZ 5 and LCZ 6) locations. Natural329

areas within London are also subject to urban heat transport, which could reduce their value as urban330

cool spots. In fact, depending on the wind conditions and the LCZ in which CWS are located, UHA331

can reach up to ∼2.5 ◦C on average with values usually below 1.0 ◦C – being in line with previous332

studies on UHA in Birmingham by Bassett et al. (2016) and Heaviside et al. (2015). At certain333

hours in our 6-year period, we could even measure positive and negative UHA of up to ∼6.0 ◦C. This334

variability in hourly UHA tended to be reduced with higher wind speeds (eg., above 9 m·s−1). It335

can be explained by the heterogeneous and complex diffusion of airflows within the complex urban336

three-dimensional environment as illustrated in Figure 6 (Hall et al., 1997; Grimmond and Oke, 1999;337

Oke et al., 2017). Such results actually suggest that although general meteorological circulations can338

generally explain where heat will be transported, more local micro-climatic phenomena are of equal339

importance in explaining the spatio-temporal variability of UHA. The latter also explains why both340

negative and positive UHA can be measured at the same time by CWS in downwind quadrants. More341

in-depth studies using machine learning and trying to relate other surface earth observations to air-342

temperature variations should be tried to explain the variability of urban heat, e.g., Venter et al.343

(2021).344

Despite the novelty of the results we show, our study suffers from certain limitations. For instance,345

we: (i) used partly arbitrary wind regimes classes derived from the Beaufort scale and quantiles of346

wind speeds that could be refined via more quantitative analysis; (ii) considered quadrants with very347

few CWS to still be representative of the heat advection because of the restrictions we impose in the348

data selection; (iii) only used one representative official weather station (Heathrow Airport) to classify349

prevailing winds over the area of interest and (iv) did not study the vertical winds and the related heat350

advection. Complex dynamics and physics play a role in the dispersion of the urban heat plume (Oke,351

1982; Souch and Grimmond, 2006; Heaviside et al., 2015; Oke et al., 2017) and will require future352

observational and modelling studies to better understand the spatio-temporal patterns of UHA.353
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Figure 6: Example of the built-up environment’s three-dimensional complexity in the city of London
overlaid on the European LCZ map by Demuzere et al. (2019). Coordinates are in longitude and
latitude.
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Nonetheless, adaptive measures for London’s neighborhoods could already integrate such results in354

their design. Indeed, urban planners, architects, and environmental design engineers can now benefit355

from high spatial resolution climate data derived from CWS. This can be considered, for example,356

in designs for greenspace, street shading and ventilation, surface materials, and building design and357

heat adaptation (Goodess et al., 2021). Innovative tools, like the ones developed by Varentsov et al.358

(2020) can also help monitoring places at higher chances of heat stress in real-time using CWS data. As359

such, urban planners could use these tools to consider higher risks of heat exposure based on prevailing360

winds and the related UHA using CWS. In fact, adaptative and mitigative strategies should be tailored361

according to the local climates’ spatio-temporal variability to allow for both a reduction of heat-related362

pubic health risks and for the design of more intelligent low-energy buildings. This encourages for the363

densification of CWS networks and future research to be done using them.364
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5 Supplements368

5.1 Local Climate Zones – LCZ369

Local Climate Zones (LCZ) are universal and standardized classes of a land-use/land-cover classifi-370

cation that provide urban morphological, thermal and radiative parameters, useful for urban climate371

studies (Stewart and Oke, 2012; Ching et al., 2018). In fact, they decompose the urban environments372

into 17 classes (10 urban and 7 natural) representative of surface information at a scale of hundreds373

of meters to few kilometers, and that are expected to have an important impact on the local climate374

(Stewart and Oke, 2012). Since Bechtel et al. (2015) proposed a strategy to map LCZ out of satellite375

earth observations, the World Urban Database and Access Portal Tool (WUDAPT, Ching et al. (2018))376

has formalized this framework and worked on its development across various cities and continents (eg.,377

Bechtel et al. (2017); Brousse et al. (2019, 2020); Demuzere et al. (2019, 2020); Ren et al. (2019)).378

The LCZ map of London obtained from the European LCZ map Demuzere et al. (2019) indicates379

that most of London is classified as open low-rise (LCZ 6) (Figure 1). LCZ 6 usually consists of380

open and vegetated residential areas. The center of the city is mostly composed of compact and open381

mid-rise categories (LCZ 2 and LCZ 5). Industrial and commercial areas, classified as large low-rise382

(LCZ 8), tend to be located along the River Thames. In general, in Greater London, urbanized land383

follows a concentric pattern, with denser parts located at the center and more open areas located384

further from the centre. The proportion of each urban LCZ in the four quadrants of Domain 2 is385

rather homogeneous (Table S1), with the predominant LCZ 6 comprising of ∼20.7% to ∼28.3% of386

each quadrant. There is a noticeable presence of LCZ 5 and LCZ 8 in each quadrant, representing387

∼1.2% to ∼2.8% and ∼1.3% to ∼2.2%, respectively. LCZ 2 and LCZ 3 are more present in the North-388

Eastern corner, comprising ∼0.6% and ∼0.3% of the land cover, respectively. The rest of Domain 2389

is mostly composed of vegetated natural LCZs (LCZ A, LCZ B, LCZ C) with a negligible presence of390

mineral or natural LCZs (LCZ E and LCZ F).391

Table S1: Percentages of Local Climate Zones (LCZ) composing each quadrant of Domain 2
LCZ NE NW SE SW

Compact Mid Rise: LCZ 2 0.55 0.07 0.15 0.4
Compact Low Rise: LCZ 3 0.35 0.08 0.21 0.12
Open Mid Rise: LCZ 5 2.17 1.21 1.94 2.8
Open Low Rise: LCZ 6 20.87 20.67 25.3 28.35
Large Lowrise: LCZ 8 2.16 1.93 1.3 1.3
Sparsely Built: LCZ 9 0.36 1.63 1.07 0.39
Dense Trees: LCZ A 5.77 14.49 18.4 4.04
Sparse Trees: LCZ B 14.45 21.69 33.13 2.65
Low Plants: LCZ D 52.15 35.89 19.96 34.0
Bare Rock – Paved: LCZ E 0.08 0.06 0.21 0.02
Bare Soil – Sand: LCZ F 0.03 0.09 0.01 0.03
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Figure S1: Averaged observed air temperature observed by Netatmo citizen weather stations depending
on their latitudes and longitudes from year 2015 to 2020. Solid orange lines represent the median
temperature observed by all CWS in bins of 0.05 ◦. Dashed purple lines represent the Domain 2
boundaries.

5.2 Domain Definition392

Domain 1, covering south-east England is used to acquire CWS data and study the recent seasonality393

of urban temperatures and daily temperature ranges across multiple towns, cities and built-up areas394

of varying size and location (see Supplementary Section 5.4). A specific focus on the differences395

between coastal and non-coastal locations is made to understand whether and where coastal influence396

is captured by citizen weather stations. We chose this specific domain as it includes multiple important397

secondary cities around London – eg., Reading, Brighton, Ramsgate, etc. – embedded in a variety398

of local environments ranging from forest, grass- and crop-lands or coastal areas. The simple and399

preliminary analysis performed in Domain 1 further serves the definition of Domain 2 and provides a400

general understanding of the regional specificities of the climate.401

Domain 2, obtained via the analysis performed in Domain 1 and a look at the latitudinal and402

longitudinal distribution of air temperatures (Figure S1), is focused on the Greater London area and403

its direct surroundings. This domain is expected to rarely be subject to coastal sea breezes making404

it a suitable domain for studying how general atmospheric circulations are impacting UHA. Rare sea405

breeze effects can still be observed within London, but these only happen about a dozen of time per406

year and do not last more than few hours (Coceal et al., 2018).407
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5.3 Citizen Weather Stations and Local Climate Zones408

The supplementary information given below provides information on the processes followed to acquire409

and filter the CWS data, as well on their spatial distribution amongst different LCZ in the Domain 1410

and 2.411

The Getpublicdata function ran on the 29th of June 2021 reported 1783 potential Netatmo CWS412

candidates for the study. Temperature measures of each CWS are then obtained based on CWS’413

identity codes through Getmeasure. It is important to note that the amount of available stations414

varies in time depending on the connection with the Netatmo server and the availability of devices at415

the time when the Getpublicdata function is run. The method for the data collection is explained in416

more detail in Meier et al. (2017) or in Venter et al. (2020).417

Although outdoor modules are expected to be placed in shaded areas, users are not expected to put418

them at the World Meteorological Organization recommended height of 2 m for measuring near-surface419

meteorological variables. Additionally, users may still decide to put the stations close to sun-exposed420

walls or roofs. This can lead to high uncertainties in CWS measurements. It is also impossible to know421

if a device has been moved by a user after being reported to the Netatmo company. In this study,422

we consider this case to be marginal. To evaluate the quality of the data and to filter out unsuitable423

data for this study, we used the CrowdQC v1.2.0 R package developed by Grassmann et al. (2018) and424

used in Napoly et al. (2018). We applied the quality check removing all hourly measurements that did425

not pass the M4 quality-check level. The different levels of quality check are detailed in Napoly et al.426

(2018) and Potgieter et al. (2021). The M4 quality check resulted in a total of 1560 suitable CWS that427

cover part of the 6-year period (Figure 1). More recent years have more stations available on a daily428

basis, increasing from 243 daily available stations in 2015 to 1430 in 2020 (Figure S2).429

Out of these 1560 CWS, we only kept stations that had been running for at least 80 % of a year of430

the whole 6-year period, following Fenner, Daniel and Holtmann, Achim and Meier, Fred and Langer,431

Ines and Scherer, Dieter (2019). This filtered stations that partially represent the yearly climatology432

in the domain of interest. This reduced the number of stations to 884 CWS out of which 163 were433

active at the minimum per day in 2015 and 673 at the maximum in 2020. Hence, 211 stations at434

the maximum have not recorded data during a day or have not passed the quality-check for that day435

(Figure S2). 423 of the CWS are located within Domain 2 (Table S2), with a majority (158) and a436

minority (81) of CWS located in the South-Western and North-Eastern quadrants, respectively. In437

each quadrant ( Table S2), most CWS are located in LCZ 6 (∼68 % to ∼81 %) and in LCZ 5 (∼1 % to438

∼14 %). Most LCZ 2 CWS are in the North-Eastern corner and LCZ 8 CWS never comprise more than439

3 % of the sample. CWS located in the remaining LCZ comprise less than 5 % of the samples in each440

quadrant, except LCZ 9 in the South-Eastern quadrant and LCZ B in the North- and South-Western441

quadrants.442

Table S2: Number of Netatmo Citizen Weather Station in each quadrant and percentages of CWS
present in each Local Climate Zones (LCZ) per quadrant of Domain 2

NE NW SE SW

Number of Stations 81 93 91 158

Compact Mid Rise: LCZ 2 5 (6.17 %) 1 (1.08 %) 1 (1.10 %) 1 (0.63 %)
Compact Mid Rise: LCZ 3 1 (1.23 %) 0 (0.00 %) 0 (0.00 %) 0 (0.00 %)
Compact Mid Rise: LCZ 5 11 (13.58 %) 7 (7.53 %) 1 (1.10 %) 12 (7.59 %)
Compact Mid Rise: LCZ 6 55 (67.90 %) 72 (77.42 %) 74 (81.32 %) 121 (76.58 %)
Compact Mid Rise: LCZ 8 1 (1.23 %) 1 (1.08 %) 2 (2.20 %) 3 (1.90 %)
Compact Mid Rise: LCZ 9 1 (1.23 %) 0 (0.00 %) 5 (5.49 %) 2 (1.27 %)
Compact Mid Rise: LCZ A 0 (0.00 %) 2 (2.15 %) 2 (2.20 %) 7 (4.43 %)
Compact Mid Rise: LCZ B 2 (2.47 %) 7 (7.53 %) 3 (3.30 %) 11 (6.96 %)
Compact Mid Rise: LCZ D 4 (4.94 %) 3 (3.23 %) 3 (3.30 %) 1 (0.63 %)

After filtering prevailing winds based on their constant origin, about 70 % of the 51943 available443

wind measurements are kept. The filtering slightly influenced the proportion of each classes of winds:444
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Figure S2: Number of available and quality-checked Netatmo Citizen Weather Stations in Domain 1
per day from the 1st of January 2015 to the 31st of December 2020.
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Table S3: Number of hours for each wind regime per season and maximum percentage of active citizen
weather stations during these hours (in parenthesis).

DJF MAM JJA SON

North-Easterly winds (0-90 ◦)
Calm or Light Breeze 456 (100 %) 849 (100 %) 539 (100 %) 842 (100 %)
Gentle to Moderate Breeze 480 (100 %) 1612 (100 %) 732 (100 %) 883 (100 %)
Moderate to Fresh Breeze 73 (97.87 %) 304 (100 %) 45 (98.82 %) 55 (95.51 %)
Strong Breeze 0 8 (88.89 %) 0 1 (76.6 %)

South-Easterly winds (90-180 ◦)
Calm or Light Breeze 290 (100 %) 228 (100 %) 194 (100 %) 228 (100 %)
Gentle to Moderate Breeze 839 (100 %) 683 (100 %) 459 (100 %) 785 (100 %)
Moderate to Fresh Breeze 228 (100 %) 190 (100 %) 96 (100 %) 124 (100 %)
Strong Breeze 13 (96.45 %) 12 (79.43 %) 3 (86.05 %) 12 (93.62 %)

South-Westerly winds (180-270 ◦)
Calm or Light Breeze 423 (100 %) 310 (100 %) 567 (100 %) 452 (100 %)
Gentle to Moderate Breeze 2240 (100 %) 1411 (100 %) 2670 (100 %) 2060 (100 %)
Moderate to Fresh Breeze 1644 (100 %) 975 (100 %) 1404 (100 %) 1182 (100 %)
Strong Breeze 775 (100 %) 290 (100 %) 220 (100 %) 284 (100 %)

North-Westerly winds (270-360 ◦)
Calm or Light Breeze 945 (100 %) 881 (100 %) 823 (100 %) 1136 (100 %)
Gentle to Moderate Breeze 924 (100 %) 899 (100 %) 960 (100 %) 948 (100 %)
Moderate to Fresh Breeze 234 (99.79 %) 138 (99.82 %) 88 (100 %) 129 (100 %)
Strong Breeze 27 (95.51 %) 40 (77.78 %) 0 8 (91.02 %)

around 25.33 % of the measurements are then Calm or Light Breeze; 51.04 %, Gentle to Moderate445

Breeze; 18.98 %, Moderate to Fresh Breeze; and 4.65 %, Strong Breeze. South-westerly winds are the446

most prevailing winds during the 6-year period in all seasons (Figure S3 and Table S3). During spring,447

however, north-easterly winds are often observed. In all seasons, most winds are classified as Gentle448

to Moderate Breeze, although north-westerly winds tend to also present many events of Calm or Light449

Breezes. Stronger winds classified as Moderate to Fresh Breezes are mostly present in south-westerly450

wind regimes during winter months (Table S3). North-westerly and south-easterly are generally lighter451

but few strong events are still detected (Figure S3).452
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Figure S3: Monthly wind roses of observed hourly wind speed (in meters per second) and direction at
Heathrow Airport from 2015 to 2020 after filtering out hours when winds are not originating from the
same 90 ◦ quadrants for at least 3 hours. Each bin corresponds to a separate wind regime class.
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5.4 Quasi-climatology analysis in the Domain 1: south-east England453

As our data covers a 6-year period, and because we also study the seasonality of air temperature among454

different LCZs, our study in Domain 1 uses daily averages and diurnal ranges of air temperature, which455

consist of the difference between the minimum and the maximum temperature per day (Figure S4 to456

Figure S6). The results of this preliminary analysis are given in below.457
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Figure S4: Averaged observed air temperature and daily temperature ranges by Netatmo citizen
weather stations from year 2015 to 2020. Color bars are scaled from the 5th to the 95th percentiles.

The averaged temperature observed by the CWS over the 6-year period in the Greater London area458

are generally higher by ∼1.0 ◦C to ∼1.5 ◦C than the temperatures observed by CWS outside the area.459

The averaged diurnal temperature range is also lower by ∼2.5 ◦C to ∼3.0 ◦C (Figure S4). The average460

of the 6-year averaged temperature measured by all CWS is 12.0 ◦C, the maximum 13.3 ◦C and the461

minimum 10.9 ◦C. The standard deviation is 0.40 ◦C among all CWS and the six years. The averaged462

daily temperature range reaches up to 9.4 ◦C and down to 3.6 ◦C with an average of 7.1 ◦C and a463

standard deviation of 0.9 ◦C among all CWS. No particular spatial pattern is observable in terms of464

temporal coverage of the CWS.465

When looking at the seasonal spatio-temporal variability of air temperature (Figure S5), there is466

a notable urban heat island effect towards the center of the Greater London area, captured by the467

Netatmo CWS ranging from ∼1.0 ◦C to ∼2.0 ◦C. Similarly, daily temperature ranges tend to be smaller468

by ∼1.5 ◦C to ∼7.0 ◦C, depending on the season. The difference in urban heat is most noticeable469

during autumn (September - October - November; SON) and winter months (December - January -470

February; DJF), with a strong urban heat island in the center of the Greater London area. During these471

months, CWS also capture the warmer coastal climate. Conversely, a cooler coastal climate during472

spring (March - April - May; MAM) and summer months (June - July - August; JJA) is observed.473
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On average, temperatures measured by CWS located close to the southern coast are higher than those474

north of London and depict lower daily temperature ranges. The east coast appears to have very low475

influence on the averaged temperatures. The latter defends the choice of Domain 2 for the subsequent476

urban heat advection (UHA) analysis.477

A noticeable inter-LCZ difference is also captured (Figure S6, upper panel). Looking at the cross-478

CWS average of monthly median temperatures per CWS in each LCZ, we can see that more urbanized479

areas like compact or open mid-rises and lightweight lowrises (LCZ 2, LCZ 5 and LCZ 8, respectively)480

are generally ∼1.5 ◦C to ∼2 ◦C hotter than more vegetated and openly built areas located in the481

outskirts of the cities, like open low-rises, sparsely built or natural LCZs (LCZ 6, LCZ 9, LCZ A,482

LCZ B and LCZ D). This is valid for the average and 25th and 75th percentiles of the monthly median483

temperatures per CWS. Daily temperature ranges are also always smaller in the more central LCZs484

than in the more vegetated LCZs. In addition, it appears that there is an important intra-LCZ485

variability in terms of median temperatures and daily temperature ranges (Figure S6, bottom panel).486

This can be explained by the location of each CWS. Nevertheless, the land-use land-cover impact on487

temperatures seems to be consistent across the whole Domain 1. We also see that the range of median488

monthly daily temperature range among CWS in similar LCZ decreases during winter and increases489

during summer with 25th and 75th percentiles separated by ∼4 ◦C for the former and ∼6 ◦C for the490

latter. This range remains however rather constant for monthly median air temperature with 25th and491

75th percentiles separated by ∼4 ◦C throughout the year.492

This can be explained by the location of each CWS. Nevertheless, the land-use land-cover impact493

on temperatures seems to be consistent across the whole Domain 1. We also see that the range of494

median monthly daily temperature range among CWS in similar LCZ decreases during winter and495

increases during summer with 25th and 75th percentiles separated by ∼4 ◦C for the former and ∼6 ◦C496

for the latter. This range remains however rather constant for monthly median air temperature with497

25th and 75th percentiles separated by ∼4 ◦C throughout the year.498

Hence, we find that urban areas located near the coast show similar air temperature during autumn499

and winter seasons than Greater London. Yet, during spring and summer, coastal cities show lower500

air temperature. Besides, we found that neighborhoods located in the northern parts of the Greater501

London are subject to cool air inflows from upwind conditions, lowering their temperatures by down502

to about -2.5 ◦C and -2.0 ◦C in the compact and open mid-rises (LCZ 2 and LCZ 5), respectively503

(see Table 2). Such phenomena will require future studies on local climate dynamics to try to explain504

why northern parts are predominantly subject to cool air breezes. Although this seems intuitive, we505

could not show statistical significance on the latter. Potential explanations may be related to the506

more wooded lands in the south of Greater London that would act as natural barriers against the507

propagation of hotter air coming from the south.508
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Averaged Temperature (°C) [DJF] Daily Temperature Range (°C) [DJF]

Averaged Temperature (°C) [MAM] Daily Temperature Range (°C) [MAM]

Averaged Temperature (°C) [JJA] Daily Temperature Range (°C) [JJA]

Averaged Temperature (°C) [SON] Daily Temperature Range (°C) [SON]
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Figure S5: Seasonal averaged observed air temperature and daily temperature ranges by Netatmo
citizen weather stations for years 2015 to 2020. Winter months are December - January - February
(DJF); spring months are March - April - May (MAM); summer months are June - July - August
(JJA); and autumn months are September - October - November (SON). Color bars are scaled from
the 5th to the 95th percentiles. Note the different color bars in each sub-plot.
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Figure S6: Cross-CWS average (full line, dotted marker) and 25th and 75th percentiles (dashed lines,
triangles marker up and down, respectively) of CWS’ monthly median temperatures and daily tem-
perature ranges (DTR) per LCZ in degrees Celsius.
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5.5 Additional Supplementary Materials509
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Figure S7: 6-year seasonal averaged (2015–2020) hourly urban heat advection (UHA) per downwind
citizen weather station (CWS) in each Local Climate Zone and upwind prevailing winds. Seasons
consist of: December - January - February: DJF; March - April - May: MAM; September - October
- November: SON; June - July - August: JJA. Large markers represent the cross-CWS median of the
averaged UHA and triangle whiskers represent the 25th and 75th percentiles.
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